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393 NIH Budget Crisis: J. C. LUCCHESI; M. FRANK; C. R. SCHEMANN; A. H. TEICH; H. NEURATH; J. PALCA ■ Methanol-Powered Cars: R. J. ADAMS
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402 Malaria Vaccines: The Failed Promise
404 Science and Congress: Outlook Uncertain: Gramm Rudman: $64 Billion Question Mark ■ More Misconduct Hearings ■ Spotlight on Education ■ Science Committees: Change at the Top
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408 NGF and Alzheimer's: Hopes and Fears ■ Can Nerve Growth Be Detrimental?
410 Shooting at a New HIV Target
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418 Rational Health Care: The Choice Before Us: H. AARON AND W. B. SCHWARTZ
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446 Stratospheric Hydroperoxyl Measurements: W. A. TRAUB, D. G. JOHNSON, K. V. CHANCE
A wave of increased cytosolic calcium concentration propagates from cell to cell through a confluent culture of hippocampal astrocytes. The wave, induced by glutamate and measured with fluo-3, is evident from the spatial progression of color overlay areas (in a spectral sequence from violet to red). Each color indicates an area of calcium elevation at one of seven successive 4-second intervals. See p. 474. [Digital fluorescence micrograph courtesy of Ann H. Cornell-Bell, Steven M. Finkbeiner, Mark S. Cooper, and Stephen J. Smith]
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